the Art of Detail

AN INTRODUCTION

the art of
detail
is fine craftsmanship, is artistic presentation, is customization for
every customer’s unique needs. It is the care given to delivering on
both form and function. With a tremendous devotion to the design
and manufacture of custom, bespoke Furnishings, The Art of Detail
is not just what sets Colecraft apart – it’s what defines us. From the
first conversation, through design, engineering, material selection,
fabrication, delivery and installation.
		COLECRAFT ATTENDS TO THE DETAILS

collaboration
AT COLECRAFT, we take pride in collaboration.
We develop a partnership with every customer, learning their unique
needs and then customizing solutions to deliver both form and
function. The goal is to transform a room with contemporary and
creative designs, achieving a complete work of comfort,
					 PURPOSE AND ART

artisans
WHEN YOU THINK OF “ARTISANS”,
you think of craftsmen, dedicating time, effort and
meticulous care into creating something distinctive and unique. At
Colecraft, we combine these time-honored traditions with modern
technologies like CNC machines and computer-aided cutting to
create works of art. From the initial call where ideas are discussed,
through the drafting of designs and selection of materials, through
the construction and through the final install, our professionals take
a customer’s needs and deliver something that’s more than made –

		

SOMETHING THAT’S FINELY CRAFTED.

installation
WE STAY COMMITTED to every nuance of our
craft at every step in the process – from the start, in
the shop and on through the finishing touches during installation.
A room can be served by a desk, but a Colecraft desk serves the
room. That’s the difference between furniture that is “good enough”
and comprehensive solutions that are truly great. It’s how Colecraft
continually delivers

				

THE ART OF DETAIL.

THE
ART OF
DETAIL.

reception
A RECEPTION AREA is where an organization
has their first chance to set the tone of their culture.
It’s where visitors form their first impressions. It shows off the culture
of a business, highlights the branding, and showcases success.
Colecraft has worked with countless organizations to deliver
distinctive, attractive and appealing furniture for reception areas.

meeting
WHETHER IT’S FOR A MEETING with staff or
a proposal discussion with a prospective
customer, the conference room is an important space in any
office environment. There is a lot of work that needs to be done
in these rooms – but does your conference space work for you?
At Colecraft, we can deliver purpose-built furnishings that are not
only exceptionally functional, but elegantly designed to provide
the perfect environment for your meetings. From AV integration to
custom sizes, shapes and material options,

LET OUR WORK HELP YOU DO YOURS.

desking
EACH WORKSPACE REQUIREMENT IS UNIQUE
and therefore requires a unique solution. That is
why Colecraft offers a full range of custom desking options to suit
the needs of any work environment. From collaborative open office
plans to traditional private office executive desks, we work with you
to deliver a solution that’s perfect for your needs. Our desking isn’t
off the shelf – it’s made for you. We create the perfect solution in
style, function, scale and finish. That’s the ART of Detail in Colecraft
Desking.

technology
MODERN TECHNOLOGY is ubiquitous in every
aspect of working and personal life, so having
solutions in your office that accommodate these devices is a
must. That is why Colecraft delivers modern solutions that marry
traditional design and appealing aesthetics with today’s functionality
and convenience. Going far beyond simply connecting outlets,
we provide full-scale solutions to incorporate video conferencing,
integrated phone and audio devices, digital projector and AV
connectivity, and smart device control. Unique furnishings that
combine both great looks and

EXCEPTIONAL WORKFLOW WITH COLECRAFT

green
AT COLECRAFT, environmental stewardship
is as inextricable from our core values as our
commitment to outstanding craftsmanship. We understand that
the environment is central to our collective needs, both in sourcing
our materials and meeting the needs of our customers. It’s why
we strive to be environmentally responsible in all facets of our
corporate activities, from manufacturing and facility management
to packaging, freight and logistics.
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